
Thomas RaÞinson & Son,Ltd.Be

Patent Circular Safety Cutterblock

For hand feed and combined t:iî:r"*"r feed planers. Fitted to all
our machines of these types and can be supplied for other makes.

The unquølified
success qf this
cutterblock is due
largely to the
reliezted bøck or
space behind each
hntfr.

Generally acknowledged as the finest of
itns type, this cutterblock, besides giving much
easier and cleaner
cutting than any
other, makes a

minimum de-
mand on the
energies of
the operatorby
reason of the
fact that scarcely
any pressure is
required to hold
down the timber
being planed. In
fact, as shown in the
lower illustration, à

board can be merely
pushed over the cutterblock,
without any t'lp pressure what-
ever being applied, and perfectly satisfactory

results obtained. The knives cut with a pro-
nounced shearing action, and the body of the
cutterblock is of special shape as here described.
The composite picture at the top of the page

comprises a half-tone illustration of the cutter-
block itself, and a diagram which shows in black

.t .)

This is an
exclusioe feature
not found on a.ny

other make "fcutterblock. Its
adaantages a,re

explained below.

the section of the block in relation to a true white
circle. From this it will be seen that the block

is slightly oval in
section, with a

relieved back or
space behind
each knife,
which grad'
uallydiminish-

es as it recedes
from the knife.

$7hen the cutter-
block revolves, a

partial vacuum is
formed in these

spaces which has the
effect of sucking the

€S

45432

timber down to the table
as it passes over the knives.

As a further proofofthe greater
suction of this cutterblock, as compared with
other makes, we have, by means of a specially
adapted water gauge, carried out tests which
have provided us with indisputable evidence of
it's superiority. The spaces also provide clear-
ance for tt honing " or tt whetting-up " the
knives.
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B & Son, Ltd.Thomas

These cutterblocks are made from 4 to 6-in.
diameter and up to 3z-in. long, and they carry
planing knives -|-in. thick. In addition, they
are usually arranged to carry mould cutters at
one end, as shown in illustration Atz37, but to
make sure whether this is the case, as there are
one or two exceptions, it is advisable to consult
the specification of the machine under consider-
ation. \When the cutterblock is required for
an existing machine, the feature can, of course,
be included or not as required.

Cutters

5 Beading cutters.
6 Standard thin planing knives
7 Ovolo sash bar cutters.
8 Ovolo cutters.

a.t2t7

Slotted Cutters.

Made in two qualities, viz. :

H.S.S. from Super Quality High Speed
Steel containing r 8 per cent Tungsten and
other alloys welded to a Mild Steel Back.

H.O.S. from Ordinary 18 per cent Tungsren
quality welded to a Mild Steel Back.

r O.G. mould cutters.
z Rebate cutters.
3 Bevel and double bevel cumers.
4 Tonguing anrl grooving cumers.

Thin Planing Cutters.

l-in., ,r1-in. and {-in. thick.

Made in two qualities, viz. :

H.T.S. from High Speed Steel, 18 per cent
Tungsten.

S.T.S. from Super Quality 18 per cent
Tungsten Steel and other Alloys.
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Note :-Cutters can ako be supptied in blank form for shaping or they can be shaþed to requirements upon
receipt of sample mould.

Leaflet No. ro56-zMr39
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